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In the previous paper [1], the author presented a method of solving problems
of elastokinetics with mixed boundary conditions. In the present report our con-
siderations wiil be extended to cover dynamic problems of the theory of elasti-
city.

Let us consider a simply connected elastic body B, bounded by the surface S.
Let this surface consist of three smooth surfaces intersecting along the curves a and /S
•(Fig. 1). Body forces S are acting inside the body, while the surface S2 is subject
to surface loading q. Let us assume that the elastic body is perfectly fixed on
the surfaces Si and 53 . Thus, the components m of the displacement vector u
vanish on these surfaces *).

We assume that the surface loadings and the body forces, which are variable
in time, start acting at the instant t = 0+.

The components of the displacement vector, the functions w* (JC, t), should
satisfy the Lame" equations of motion, in terms of displacements,

<1) nuit]t + (l + n)u),n + Xi = Quu i,j=h 2, 3

the boundary conditions

<2) m (£, 0 = 0 on Si and S3, <r« (£, 0 n,, = qt (f, /) on S2,

and the initial conditions

<3) ut (x, 0) - 0, ui (x, 0) = 0.

We shall employ for the motion equations (1) the abbreviated operator notation:

<1') Dtj (M( (X, 0)+Xi (x, 0 = 0, xeB,
where

• Dti = pdu Dz + (A +1*) di dj, hi = 1, 2, 3,

•—12 _ T72 —A2 r2 — —

*) We have made such an assumption for the sake of clarity. Nothing prevents, however,
for assuming on 5| and 53 non-homogeneous boundary conditions in terms of displacements.
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• In what follows we shall denote by x = (xi, x2, x$) the point of the region B,
and by £ = (|1; £2, £3) the point on the surface S. The symbols \x and 1, occur-
ring in Eqs. (1) and (1'), are the Lame constants, while the components of the stress
tensor and the components of the unit normal vector of the surface 5*2, occurring
in the boundary conditions (2), will be denoted by ay and «;, respectively.

The stresses ay are connected with the displacements m by the Hooke relation

(4) cry = \x QM, ] + Uj, i) + Xdtj Uk, k, U j , k = 1, 2, 3.

Thus, the boundary conditions (2) can be presented in the form

(2') «i(|5<) = 0 on Si and S3

qi (I, t) — /A (ui, j + Uj, t) ni + «̂< div u — U («) on S2.

Having formulated, in this way, the boundary-value problem, we shall now
endeavour to reduce it to solving simpler problems where on two adjacent sur-
faces, e.g., Si and S2, there occur boundary conditions of the same type. To this
end we introduce what is called the "fundamental system", i.e., an elastic body
of the same shape presented in Fig. 1 but perfectly fixed only on the surface S3,
and free from loadings on the surfaces Sj and S2.

Let us determine in the chosen "fundamental system" the Green tensor of the
displacement field G (x, x', t) — {Gik (x, x', t)}. "We construct this tensor field
of displacements as follows. Let us apply at the point x' eB of our "fundamental
system" an instantaneous concentrated force parallel to the axis Xk- This force
produces in the "fundamental system" the displacement vector Gm with the com-
ponents Gik (i = 1, 2, 3). Directing, successively, this instantaneous concentrated
force parallel to the axes xi, x2 and x3; thus assuming for k the successive indices
k = 1, 2, 3, we obtain nine quantities Gik i, k = 1,2, 3) which yield the symmetric
Green tensor of displacements, since £?« = Gm.

The Green functions (?« should satisfy the motion equations,in terms of displace-
ments,

(5) Di, (Gtk (x, x', 0) + <5 (x — x') & (t) <5« = 0, /, j , k = 1, 2, 3, x, x' e B,

with the boundary conditions

(6) Ga(£> x', t) = 0 on S3, ajf (|, x', t)n}- 0 on Sx and S2

and the initial conditions

(7) Gilt (x, x\ 0) = 0, Gik (x, x\ 0) = 0.

The relations (5) represent three sets of equations (for k = 1, 2, 3). In these
equations the quantity

d (x - x') d(t) = 6 (*! - l i ) d (Xl -12) <5 (x3 - £3) d (0

denotes the Dirac function expressing the instantaneous concentrated force which
acts at the point x'eB, while <5ji is the Kronecker symbol. The expression
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8 (x — x') 8 (t) due indicates the concentrated force parallel to the axi" xn. The
quantity a\f, occurring in the boundary conditions (6), denotes the components
of the stresses produced by the instantaneous concentrated force, applied at the
point x' and parallel to the x^-axis. The boundary conditions (6) can also be re-
presented in the form

(8) G« = 0 on S3,

M (GiTc,'j + Gjk,t) nj + Arii Gjicj = 0 on Si and 1S2.

In what follows, we shall assume that the Green functions in the fundamental
system have been determined, thus we shall consider these quantities as known.

In our further considerations we shall use Betti's reciprocal theorem, in the
form generalized for dynamic problems,

(9) j (Xi ul - Xl Ui) dV+ f (Pi ul -p't ut) dS—gf («, u't - Ui «/) dV = 0,
B S B

where Xi, pt and m are the components of the body forces, surface loadings and
displacements in the first system of forces, while X^p't and «J denote the respective
quantities in the second system of forces.

Let us apply to Eq. (9) the Laplace transformation according to the relations
00 00

(10) ut(x,p) = f ut(x,i)e-vtdt, pi(x,p) = f Pi(x,t)e-ptdt, etc.
0 0

Then we obtain ,

(9') J (Xf u'i — X ut)dV+ j (pi u'i — p\ Ui) dS —
s

[p2 ut —put (x, 0) — k(x, 0)] u't — [p2 u'i —pu't (x, 0) — ill (x, 0)] ut}dF=0.

However," by our assumption concerning the loading of the body at the instant
t =» 0+, and the homogeneous initial conditions which follow from this assump-
tion, Ui (x, 0) = in (x, 0) = u\ (x, 0) = u'i (x, 0) = 0, Eq. (9') takes the simplified
form ••• . , • • , • • • • •

(10') j (Xi Ti'i — X ut)dV+ J (pi u'i — p't Ui) dS = 0.
B ' ' S

Let us apply the formula (10') to the displacements M< described by Eq. (1) and
to the displacements Ga satisfying Eq. (5). Substituting into (10') the quantities:

% (x,p) — Gtk (x, x',p), X'i = 8(x — x')8tk-\,
00

we obtain —.since J 8 (t) e~pt dt = 1 — .
0

(11) J (Xt (x, p) Gik (x, x',p) — 8 (x — x') 8tk u (x, p)) dV(x) +
B

+ [~qi,(£, p) Gik (I, x'i P) dS (&+.[ Ri (I) Gtk (ft *', p) dS(g) = 0,
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Here we have denoted by Ri (I, p), £ e S1( the Laplace transform of the function
Ri (£, t) representing the distributed reaction on the. surface Si. Bearing in mind
the relation

(12) J 6 (x - x') d(k m (x, p) dV (x) = uk (*', p),
B

we can write Eq. (11) in the form

(13) uk (*', p) = ul (x1, p) + JRi (|, p) Gik & x', p) dS (f),

where we have denoted by uk the expression

(14) ul (x1, p)=jXi (x, p) Gik (x, x',p)dV(x)+f qf (£, p) G{k (£, x', p) dS (|).
B S,

This is a known quantity since all functions occurring under the sign of integration
are known. The quantity u% (x', p) can be regarded as the Laplace transform of the
function «£ (x1, t) satisfying, in the "fundamental system", the equation of motion

(15) Dn (u?(x, t)) + Xi (x, 0 = 0, xeB

with the boundary conditions

a% (f, 0 nj = 0 on Si, o°t] (£, t) nj = q^, t on S2,

Wj°(|,0 = 0 on Sh

and the initial conditions

(17) Wf
0(x,0) = 0, MI C*. 0) — 0.

Here we have denoted by a°j the stresses related to the displacements u°. Let us
apply Eq. (10) to the displacements M? and G^. Then, we obtain

i

(18) J(?t(x,p)Gt*Qc,x',p) — d(x-x')dtlcU
o
t(x)P))dV(x) +

B

+ / qt (jS, P) Gik {x, x', p) dS ( 0 = 0,
•Si

whence we arrive at relation (14).
Let us now revert to formula (13), in which the transform of the displacement

w* (*'> P) depends on the unknown functions Ri (tj, p) occurring under the surface
integral. In order to determine the function l i (I, p), we use the first boundary
condition of the set (2), thus ut (£, t) = 0 on S^ Hence, we pass in (13) with the
point x' e B to the point f' on the surface S^. In this way we arrive at the system
of integral equations

(19) % (f',p) « 0 m 5 g ( I ' ,p)+JRi ( t ,P) Gik (I t \ p ) d S ® , i,k= 1, 2, 3.
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Having determined from this system of integral equations the function Ri (£, p),
we can obtain the displacements uk(x', p) by the formula (13). Applying to (13)
the inverse Laplace transformation, we have

t

(20) uk (x
1, t) - 4 (x, t) + fdr f R (£, T) Ga (£, S',t — x)dS (I).

0 ^

Formulae (13) and Eqs. (19) can also be represented in another, very convenient,
form. To do this we introduce a new displacement tensor Uik (x, f, t) which satisfies
in the "fundamental system" the equations of motion

(21) Di](Uik(xJ,t)) = 0, xeB, £eSb ij, k = 1,2,3,

with the boundary conditions

(22) # f ( l ' , £ , O = <3(l'-£)0«<HO on Su

ff$> (£',1,0 = 0 on S2, unQ ' ,1 ,0 = 0 on S3l

and the initial conditions

(23) Utk (x, £, 0) = 0, Uik (x, I 0) - 0.

Here 3$ (x, | , t) denote the stresses related to the functions Uik (x, I, 0-
The first of the initial conditions (22) denotes that at the point £ e S\ there acts

an instantaneous concentrated force parallel to the axis xj(fc = l ,2, 3).
Solving Eq. (21) with the boundary conditions (22) and initial conditions (23),

we obtain nine functions Un which reduce to six functions, owing to the symmetry
of the displacement tensor (Um = [/«)• Let us apply Betti's theorem (10) to the
functions G» and t/«. Then we arrive at the relation:

- f d(x-x') <5« £/« (x, | , p) dV (x) + J d (? — 0 <J« G« (?, x', p) dS (f 0 - 0,

whence it follows
(24) Uik(x',t>p) = Gw(g)x',p).

In particular, passing with the point x' e B to the point f' e Si, we obtain

(25) t/«tf',$,lO«<Mf, *',*).
Thus, Eq. (20) can be represented in the form

(26) uk (x
1, t) = «g (*', t) + Jdr f R (£, x) Uik (x', f, f - T) dS (f).

0 5,

In a similar way, applying to the integral Eqs. (19) the inverse Laplace transforma-
tion, we can represent them in the form

(27) uk (f, 0 = 0 = 4 (|', 0 + / dx f R ($, T) Ulk (P S,t-r) dS (0.
0 S,

The procedure presented above can be extended to solve the problem of an
elastic body with an arbitrary number of surface supports Si, S3, S5.. . . Here we
use a "fundamental system" in which the body has only one supported surface.
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Repeating these proceedings for a larger number of surface supports, we can obtain,
from the conditions of vanishing of the redundant displacements on these surface
supports, a system of integral equations. The number of the unknown functions
representing the surface supports will be equal to the number of the equations.

Let us now return to Eqs. (27), and observe that the surface Si may be con-
structed so as to carry only surface reactions in the normal direction. In this case
there occur additional linear relations between the components Ri (i = 1, 2, 3)
allowing to reduce the number of the unknown functions to one redundancy, and
the system of relations (27) reduces to one equation. Let us also observe that our
considerations include such cases where the surface Sx degenerates into a curve.

Let us, finally, examine the case where the external loadings are harmonic func-
tions of time

(28) X(x, t) = X* (x) eia>t, q(x,t) = q* (x) etmt.

The displacements u% (x, i) and Gac (x, x', t) are also harmonic functions of
the time variable

(29) ut (x, t) = ut (x, <o) eimt, Ga (x, x', t) - G*lk (x, x', co) eut.

The equations of motion (1') and (5) assume the form

(30) D*} («* (x, co)) + X* (x) = 0,

(31) D*t (G*a (x, x', m)) + 8(x — x') 8t!c = 0,

respectively, where

Z)y = /i V H - j I dtj + {X + fj) di dj,

and the appropriate boundary conditions also take the corresponding form.

In the case of harmonic vibrations the reciprocal theorem (9) yields

(32) f (x; u? - X? of) dV + J 0>; u," -pX ut) dS.
B S

Applying Eq. (32) to the displacement amplitudes w* and G*^ and to the appro-
priate stresses and boundary conditions, we obtain

(33) «* (%', co) = 4° (x' w) + jR* (I) G*ft (I x', w) dS (|).
5,

Passing with the point x' e B to the point f' e Sh we arrive at the system of three
integral equations

(34) w*6(r,a));+j2??(DGjft(f,|'lO))rf5(D = 0, /, k = 1, 2, 3,

whence we can determine the unknown functions R* Q), and then we obtain the
required amplitudes of the displacements by the formula (33).
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B. HOBAtCKHM, O 3A/(AHAX ynPyrO/JHHAMHKH CO CMEUIAHHWMH KPAE-
BfelMH yCJIOBHHMH

B oflHOil H3 npeflHflymHX pa6oT [2] auTop npeflcxaBHH MOTCA pemerara 3aflaxi ynpyro-.nn-
co cMeniaHHbiMH KpaestiMH ycnoBHflMH. B HacToameit pa6oTe npeflCTaBJieH aHanoriiHHBifi

MeTo# fljia flHHaMHiecKHX 3afla^ TeopHH ynpyrocTH. Hcnojib3yn 4'yHKqHH nepeMenjeHiifi
a Taxace orrapaBCB na TeopeMy B3aHMHocTH B3TTH, npo6neMa CBOflHTca K pemenino
HHTerpanbiitix ypaBnenafi; nepBoro pofla.


